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Read not these lines without first wearing shades,
1
Brilliance so timeless it transcends decades.
Let it be known I’m the modern day Pope,
Master of slang and the master of trope.
I see no god up here except for me,
5
MJ of poetry, Steph with the three.
Haters will do what they do, let them be;
I am the best and in time you will see.

Yeezy’s and Gucci adorn both my feet,
10
These lines like Nike have known no defeat.
Decadent living a toast to my wins,
Pray to myself to forgive me my sins.
Pride is my rock, I’m a lion, a king;
15
Bee like a sting and a dong like a ding.
Don’t get the door, from the moment I spoke;
You should have known this was all just a joke.
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